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Structural determinants in the bulk
heterojunction†
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Photovoltaics is one of the key areas in renewable energy research with remarkable progress made
every year. Here we consider the case of a photoactive material and study its structural composition and
the resulting consequences for the fundamental processes driving solar energy conversion. A multiscale
approach is used to characterize essential molecular properties of the light-absorbing layer. A selection
of bulk-representative pairs of donor/acceptor molecules is extracted from the molecular dynamics
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simulation of the bulk heterojunction and analyzed at increasing levels of detail. Significantly increased
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point towards an auxiliary role of the material’s structural organization in mediating charge-transfer and

rsc.li/pccp

-separation. Mechanistic studies of the type presented here can provide important insights into
fundamental principles governing solar energy conversion in next-generation photovoltaic devices.

ground state energies together with an array of additional structural characteristics are identified that all

1 Introduction
At the molecular level the arrival of a photon at the photoactive
layer of a solar cell must be considered an extremely rare
event. For example, assuming incident solar radiation of power
1000 W m2,1,2 a particular photosensitive molecule of nanometer
a
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sized dimensions could encounter a photon only every 0.4 milliseconds. It follows that eﬃcient photovoltaic devices cannot aﬀord
missing any of these incoming photons and thus need to be
designed in an appropriate way. This appears to be particularly
important in the field of organic photovoltaics and imposes considerable constraints on the morphological details of the bulk
heterojunction (BHJ),3–5 i.e. the layer where photoexcitation,6–8
electron transfer6–9 and charge separation6,7,10,11 take place.
Organic photovoltaics oﬀers numerous advantages over conventional technology, e.g. flexible devices, low cost manufacturing,
sizeable power conversion eﬃciencies, thin film deposition
techniques, semi-transparency etc.12,13 However, additional development is needed in order to fully exploit all these opportunities.14 As
outlined by Ratner and coworkers15 too much emphasis is currently
placed on power conversion eﬃciency while deeper knowledge is
required in the microscopic details of the active layer and its
physicochemical properties. Central domain of interest is the BHJ
at sub-nanometer resolution16 where key challenges remain in
processing technologies,17–22 reliability and chemical design of
donor/acceptor pairs23–27 and control of the process of charge
separation and recombination.1,6,9–11,15,28–30
Experimental characterization of the charge-transport properties
of molecules has always been a challenge.31 Auxiliary analysis based
on theoretical considerations32–39 can provide additional insight
into specific details of the BHJ. Of particular interest are multiscale
approaches33,40 where several length- and time-scales are examined
in hierarchical order with different methods applied at increasing
level of detail. This way the relationship between molecular nanostructure and characteristic electronic/optical properties of the BHJ
can be explored.22,41,42 Here, we follow such an approach starting
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with the classical condensed matter representation of the BHJ and
subsequently refine our focus onto atomistic and electronic
degrees of freedom. We chose to investigate terthiophene–
fullerene (3T–C60),26,27 a typical dyad with covalently linked
donor/acceptor moieties, because of the anticipated simplification
in structural complexity.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
individual components of the applied multiscale approach with
a focus on technical details, in Section 3 we discuss obtained
results following the multiscale approach in a top-down sense,
meaning from macroscopic to molecular/electronic properties
and in Section 4 we briefly summarize obtained key findings.

2 Experimental/computational
2.1

Molecular dynamics (MD)

2.1.1 Set up of structures and geometries. Terthiophene–
fullerene (3T–C60)26,27 was constructed with the help of MOLDEN43
and minimized with GAUSSIAN44 (version 03) using PM345 model
chemistry. A new residue type was defined using ANTECHAMBER46
based on the GAFF47 force field. Quick qualitative optimization
without the assignment of atomic partial charges was followed by
a second parameterization step using BCC charges.48 An orthorhombic box containing 216 units of 3T–C60 was set up following
previous protocols49,50 where a number density was chosen that
prevented individual units from initial cross-contacts.
2.1.2 Minimization, equilibration, annealing. 500 steps of
steepest descent minimization were performed with program
SANDER from the AMBER package51 before switching to conjugate gradient minimization for another 9500 steps, both
times without restraints and a cutoﬀ of 12 Å. The minimized
structure was heated to 298 K within 100 ps of equilibration MD
based on a Berendsen thermostat in the NTV ensemble.52
Particle mesh Ewald summation was used throughout (cut oﬀ
radius of 10 Å). Bonds involving H-atoms were considered by
the SHAKE algorithm53 and a time step of 2 fs was used.
Another 100 ps of equilibration MD was carried out at 298 K
and constant pressure of 1 atm to fix box dimensions. This was
followed by 1000 ps of equilibration MD in the NpT ensemble
using an Anderson thermostat,54,55 a cutoﬀ of 12 Å and a time
step of 2 fs. To remove all potentially introduced inter-particle
arrangements the system was heated to 1300 K simulation
temperature within 1000 ps of MD simulation at otherwise
similar conditions to the room temperature equilibration.
Another equilibration MD was run for 10 ns at this elevated
simulation temperature of 1300 K, again in the NpT ensemble
using an Anderson thermostat, a cutoﬀ of 12 Å and a time step
of 1.5 fs. This was followed by a cooling simulation to the target
simulation temperature of 300 K within 1000 ps, NpT ensemble
(Anderson), 12 Å cutoﬀ and a time step of 1.5 fs.
2.1.3 Production MD. The equilibrated system was taken
up for production MD within the NpT ensemble again using an
Anderson thermostat,54,55 a cutoﬀ of 12 Å and a time step of
1.5 fs. Overall sampling time was 110 ns within 3 individual
runs covering 10 ns, 50 ns and again 50 ns.
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2.1.4 Diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients were
computed according to the Einstein–Smoluchowski relation56,57
where PTRAJ58 was used to extract mean square displacements
(MSD) from the MD trajectory (module diffusion). The data
was fit with GNUPLOT59 and slopes were determined from the
fit then multiplied by 10/6 to yield diffusion constants in units
of 105 cm2 s1.
2.1.5 Radial distribution functions. Structural ensemble
snapshots were extracted from the MD trajectory and used to
compute radial distribution functions, g(r). The 216 3T–C60
units of each of the extracted ensemble snapshots were divided
into a central core unit and the remaining 215 other units
forming the periphery. A subset of 17 specific units of 3T–C60
with distance to the box origin smaller than 28 Å was selected
for the central core position, i.e. the r = 0 point in g(r). On the
order of 770 structural snapshots were taken into account,
hence averages were based on approximately 13 000 evaluations. A generalized form of g(r) was applied where a subset of
atoms could be defined inside a particular 3T–C60 unit to form
a single point of reference. Thus atoms 1 to 32 defined the
donor moiety (D = 3T) whereas atoms 33 to 92 described the
acceptor part (A = C60). Truncation effects were avoided by a
26-fold replication of the central simulation cell in all possible
orthorhombic neighbour positions. Because box dimensions
did change in the NpT ensemble, these 26 replications needed
to be geometrically re-adjusted for every single structural snapshot. Radial distribution functions were then computed in the
standard way60 sampling radii in the range of 0 Å to 30 Å in
incremental ‘‘bins’’ of 0.1 Å. Once characteristic properties of
g(r) had been determined the evaluation was repeated now
screening for subsets of 3T–C60 units most suitable to reproduce
essential signatures of g(r). At first the focus was on identifying
groups composed of seven 3T–C60 units with an inner core unit
surrounded by 6 neighbours separated by approximately 9.75 Å
where the selection was done in the ‘‘least squares’’ sense. Next
specific C60–3T and 3T–3T distances were taken into account in a
similar way again following g(r) signatures. A shortlist of 9
structural scaffolds was thus prepared and visually examined
and a final group of 13 D/A pairs was extracted to become subject
to in-depth analysis at higher levels of theory. Graphical control
was exercised by superimposing the inner core unit of the
extracted 9 subsets with the help of PTRAJ58 (module rms
reference) and visualizing the extent of variation in 3T-chain
geometry with VMD.61
2.1.6 Reduction to D/A pairs. All chemical linkers connecting
D- with A-moieties inside a particular 3T–C60 unit were removed in
all the 9 samples of bulk-representing 3T–C60 scaffolds and
unsaturated valencies were fixed with H-atoms. Individual D/A
pairs were extracted from the scaffold based on physical proximity
(see Movie 1, ESI†). In the majority of cases, D/A pairs were located
on different units, i.e. inter-rather than intra-molecular electron
transfer was taken into account. However, from time to time
the closest D unit to a particular A unit was found to be the
initially bound one, hence intra-molecular electron transfer was
considered in these cases. Occasionally a particular scaffold
included more than one suitable D/A geometry and respective
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Table 1 Ground state energies of selected D/A pairs from the BHJ (model
chemistry: PBEPBE/6-31g*). Average values, 3938.75670 [0.01316] a.u.,
are significantly higher than corresponding ground state energies of
minimized structures, 3939.10604 [0.00096] a.u., with a mean gap of
+0.34934 [0.01273] a.u. which is approximately 5 times the photon
energy (also see Fig. 2 and Movie 2, ESI, for a 3601 view)

Sample

EBHJ(D/A)
[Hartree]

EMin(D/A)
[Hartree]

DE
[Hartree]

Colorb
(Fig. 2)

3T–C6056(case 1)
3T–C6056(case 2)
3T–C6076
3T–C6098
3T–C60156
3T–C60162(case 1)
3T–C60162(case 2)
3T–C60167
3T–C60168
3T–C60171(case 1)
3T–C60171(case 2)
3T–C60199(case 1)
3T–C60199(case 2)

3938.7278
3938.7484
3938.7441
3938.7511
3938.7536
3938.7538
3938.7845
3938.7567
3938.7572
3938.7591
3938.7675
3938.7618
3938.7715

3939.1041a
3939.1081
3939.1053
3939.1058
3939.1054
3939.1052
3939.1070
3939.1062
3939.1068
3939.1063
3939.1057
3939.1067
3939.1059

+0.3763
+0.3597
+0.3612
+0.3547
+0.3518
+0.3514
+0.3225
+0.3495
+0.3496
+0.3472
+0.3382
+0.3449
+0.3344

White
Iceblue
Green3
Ochre
Blue
Red
Green
Yellow
Cyan
Purple
Cyan2
Orange2
Silver

a

Penultimate geometry due to non-convergent minimization.
jargon.

b

VMD61

coordinate sets were then termed case 1, case 2 etc. Naming
convention was according to the unit number providing the
A-part and a list of the studied D/A pairs is given in Table 1. For
graphical comparison the complete set of all 13 D/A structures was
superimposed with the help of PTRAJ58 (module rms reference)
and color-coded with VMD.61
2.2

Single point ab initio calculations

Single point DFT calculations were carried out for all 13 bulkrepresentative D/A pairs in unmodified original geometries as
obtained from MD trajectories. The PBEPBE/6-31g* level of
theory62–64 was applied and ground states were considered at
overall neutral charge state. MO coefficients were also written
out and coupled D/A systems were split into individual D- and
A-parts which were considered for isolated ground state calculations too (at otherwise similar conditions to the fully coupled
D/A systems). Next all the 13 D/A pairs were first minimized
and subsequently considered for ground state energy calculations using identical levels of theory. One explicit sample,
3T–C60162(case 2), was minimized using fully intact 3T–C60
units in order to probe whether actual minimum structures
in the gas phase were properly reproduced from reduced D/A
complexes isolated here (Fig. S2, ESI†). All ab initio computations
were carried out with GAUSSIAN65 and results are summarized
in Table 1. All minimized structures were also superimposed
with the help of PTRAJ58 and color coded with VMD61 to facilitate
simple graphical comparison to the bulk-representative analogues.
As an example, system 3T–C60171(case 1) was also studied in an
extended form where additional explicit partial charges were
considered in the form of a background charge distribution. Partial
charges were those used during MD simulation and the inner
subset of 7 D/A units was taken into account (see Fig. S16, ESI†).
Similarly, background charges where also included when running
electron transfer calculations (see below). In these latter cases,
however, one direct D- or A-unit was included in ionic form with
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net charge +1 or 1. These took into account the charge-transfer
complex established after photo-excitation and primary electron
transfer. A second independent series of single point calculations
was carried out for all 13 D/A pairs in bulk-representative as well as
minimized geometry using the MM description to assess general
force field performance (see Fig. S3, ESI†).
2.3

Similarity coeﬃcients

Generalization of the angle between two vectors forms the basis of a
criterion used to estimate the similarity between two molecular
orbitals (MOs). In particular, the generalized scalar product,

! 
!
MOci  MOcj
cosðaÞ ¼  
! 
!
MOci MOcj 

(1)

yields values close to 1 for a pair i, j of rather similar MOs, but
indicates unrelatedness when values are approaching 0. As implied
by the superscript c, the focus here is entirely on the vector of
coeﬃcients, cl, forming the specific linear combination of a
particular MO,
N
X

MOi ¼

cl;i jl ð~
rÞ

(2)

l¼1
-

-

while all associated basis functions, jl(r), will be ignored. |a| in
eqn (1) denotes ‘‘the norm/length of vector a’’ which should be 1 for
MOs anyway owing to normalization. Because MOs are not unique
with respect to a uniform sign change in all coeﬃcients, cl, the
expression in eqn (1) needs to consider two variants, one using the
original set of coeﬃcients, cl,j, for one of the two vectors considered,
then a second variant with the same set of coeﬃcients but all signs
inverted, cl,j, where the larger of the two resulting cos(a)-values
will be used for actual characterization of similarity. Apart from the
extension to arbitrary dimensions, N, the other important generalization in eqn (1) is the applicability to vectors of complex
coeﬃcients.66 Here the relation in full detail becomes,
N

P
Re
cl;i cl;j
l¼1
ﬃsﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(3)
cosðaÞ ¼ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
N
P
P
cl;i cl;i
cl;j cl;j
l¼1

l¼1

where Re( ) denotes the ‘‘real part of a complex number’’ and c*
indicates the ‘‘complex conjugate of c’’. Similarity coeﬃcients have
been used in two ways: (i) to compare a particular MO of the
assembled D/A pair with its corresponding D- or A-orbital of the
isolated donor- or acceptor-system considered stand-alone (and the
missing part filled with zeros), (ii) to identify those MOs that
become (un)occupied during electron transfer.
2.4

Transition dipole moments

The transition dipole moment67,68 is a convenient property to
evaluate whether an electronic transition from an initial state
Ci to a final state Cj is likely to occur as a result of interaction
with electromagnetic radiation. Its expectation value
t = hCi|^
m|Cji

(4)
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may be written in terms of the electric dipole moment operator, m^,
a classical one-electron operator. Consider for example a molecule
with two electrons where both the initial as well as the final state
are approximated by single Slater determinants, in particular,


r1 Þ FH
r1 Þ 
2 ð~
1  F1 ð~
Ci ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(5)

2! F ð~
r Þ FH ð~
r Þ
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2

2

2

and


r1 Þ FL2 ð~
r1 Þ 
1  F1 ð~
Cj ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2! F1 ð~
r2 Þ FL2 ð~
r2 Þ 

(6)

and F1,2 are MOs following eqn (2) in initially explicit electronic
coordinates, r1, r2. The HOMO in Ci is substituted with the
LUMO in Cj, hence the superscripts in FH/L
2 , and the usual
orthogonality relations apply, i.e. hFi|Fji = dij. For this particular
case, the dipole moment operator is a sum of two terms, m^ = m^1 + m^2
acting on either of the two electrons and application of eqn (4)
will result in a sum of eight terms of the following type,
ð
ð
1
t ¼
r1 Þ^
r1 Þd~
r2 ÞFL2 ð~
r2 Þd~
F1 ð~
m1 F1 ð~
r1 FH
r2
2 ð~
2! ~r1
~
r2
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼0

1
þ
2!

ð

F1 ð~
r1
r1 ÞF1 ð~
r1 Þd~
~
r1
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

ð
~
r2

FH
m2 FL2 ð~
r2
r2 Þ^
r2 Þd~
2 ð~

(7)
þ ...

¼1

from which only a number of 2! will not vanish, which further
turn out to be analogous expressions in diﬀerent explicit
coordinates and may thus further be combined to a single final
relation (in general coordinates), i.e.
ð
2!
t¼
FH ð~
rÞ^
mFL2 ð~
rÞd~
r
(8)
2! ~r 2
If we had considered another substitution in Ci, for example to
replace the HOMO with LUMO+1, we had ended up with exactly
the same relation except that FL+1
had to be used on the r.h.s.
2
of eqn (8). Consequently, by pairing the HOMO with a set of
potential LUMOs and computing individual expectation values
of the transition dipole moment, the propensity of the corresponding electronic transitions may be ranked. Here transitions
between HOMO, LUMO, LUMO+1,. . ., LUMO+9 were considered
for both the 13 bulk conformations as well as their counterparts
in relaxed geometry. Program CMPTRQ69 was applied in a
slightly modified version to compute expectation values of the
transition dipole moment according to eqn (8).
2.5

Electron transfer calculations

The time dependent Schrödinger equation70 has been considered via the Cayley algorithm71–74 to trace the time-evolution of
approximate D/A MOs in incremental time steps of duration Dt =
0.048 fs (for method details see ref. 75). The PBEPBE/6-31g* level
of theory62–64 was applied throughout. Given the extent of the
calculations, an efficient implementation such as the one utilizing the GPU75 was of considerable advantage. The focus was on
detecting electron transfer (ET), i.e. the shift from occupied MO
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sections belonging to the donor to initially vacant sections
(cl,i = 0 in eqn (2)) associated with the acceptor. This shift has
been investigated here both in orthogonal and non-orthogonal
MOs75 but the difference turned out to be negligible for all
practical purposes. Every fifth time step ET has been probed and the
similarity between runtime MOs and the initial set of uncoupled
donor- or acceptor-MOs been analyzed (see Section 2.3). This way the
time coordinate could be resolved and those MOs loosing/gaining an
electron be identified in an unequivocal manner (see for example
lower left/right panels in Fig. 4).

3 Results and discussion
3.1 The bulk heterojunction exhibits specific structural
characteristics that support photo-excitation and transfer of
electrons
Using classical Molecular Dynamics simulation76 (MD) we study the
microscopic organization of terthiophene–fullerene (3T–C60)26,27
which is considered a model system of BHJs with direct
implications to various other materials used in current organic
photovoltaics.2,77–80 A major design advantage with 3T–C60 is
the chemical linkage between electron donor- (D) and acceptor- (A)
moiety bringing together both these groups into close proximity in
a well defined ratio of 1 : 1. This way the frequently stressed
importance of intimate mixing of neat D- and A-phases81–85 is
respected by design. A number of complicating factors can thus be
avoided that would otherwise arise within the conventional model
of BHJs established to date (see for example the schematic illustration given in Fig. 4 of ref. 85). These include, among others,
structural heterogenity of unclear shape and dimension, spatial
extent of individual D/A-phases, actual texture of the interface,
charge carrier mobilities etc. Despite a relatively small anticipated
power conversion efficiency of about 0.2% (as approximated from
structurally related oligothiophene–C60 dyads86–89) this material
should form an excellent basis to study fundamental processes of
charge carrier creation as a function of BHJ morphology. An
ensemble of 216 such dyads was simulated in a central box under
periodic boundary conditions using AMBER51 (for a structural
snapshot see Fig. 1, upper left panel). Such a detailed picture of
the molecular organization of the photoactive layer is a hallmark of
theoretical approaches such as the one pursued here. This way new
insight into D/A operation can be gained from a realistic molecular
perspective that otherwise appears difficult to achieve with purely
experimental techniques. A self-diffusion coefficient of approximately 0.05  105 cm2 s1 was derived from the MD trajectory
(Fig. 1, upper right panel). Such a figure is indicative of a strongly
viscous liquid similar to oil from sunflower seeds.90
Important insight into the molecular architecture of condensed
matter is often gained from analyzing the radial distribution
function,91 g(r). Here we have computed a generalized form of
g(r) where individual 3T–C60 units are represented by two geometric
centres, one for the donor-part (3T), the other for the acceptor-part
(C60). Corresponding charts are shown in Fig. 1 (lower right panel,
A–A subset) and Fig. S1, ESI† (D–D and D–A subsets). Self-counts
arising within the same unit were omitted. The most significant
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Fig. 1 Structural characterization of the photovoltaic material terthiophene–fullerene (3T–C60)26,27 from MD simulation describing an ensemble of 216
crosslinked dyads (upper left panel). Determination of the self diffusion coefficient reveals the signature of a strongly viscous liquid (upper right panel).
Significant local order is seen from the radial distribution function, g(r) (lower right panel and Fig. S1, ESI†), where figures in red denote the integral over a
particular peak, i.e. numbers of neighbours. Results obtained from g(r) can be used to extract bulk-like samples for in-depth analysis. A corresponding
selection of 9 such samples displays considerable structural diversity as illustrated from molecular superposition of the central dyad in subgroups
composed of 7 dyads (lower left panel).

structural pattern thus obtained was (i) a complex composed of
7 D/A units with a central A-unit surrounded by 6 others all at a
distance of approximately 9.75 Å, (ii) about 2 D-units approximately 6–9 Å away from a central A-part, (iii) only negligible
correlation between individual D-units. Once major characteristics
of the radial distribution function were identified, the evaluation
was repeated now screening for particular scaffolds of 3T–C60 units
most appropriate to represent key features in g(r). A selection of 9
such sets was made and central units were superimposed onto
each other to assess the degree of local diversity between individual
conformations (see Fig. 1 lower left panel). Especially with respect
to the 3T chain a great variety of different arrangements was

5712 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2018, 20, 5708--5720

observed, hence the BHJ exhibits a rather rich and complex
microstructure. The selected 9 sets were further refined and single
bulk-representative D/A pairs isolated from the groups. An example
of how such a selection would work in practice is given in Movie 1,
ESI† (A-unit in red, D-unit in blue). At first all chemical linkers were
neglected because—by design—they would not interfere with
photo-excitation or primary electron transfer.89 Then single explicit
pairs of D/A groups were extracted from the scaffold based on
physical proximity (see Movie 1, ESI†). As shall be demonstrated
later, this second step is still conserving all major electronic
characteristics of the bulk-embedded D/A pair. All in all 13 D/A
pairs were prepared and passed on for in-depth analysis (Table 1,
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in the ensemble, (ii) structurally, there is still a great deal of
variation involved, hence characteristic electronic signatures
shared among all 13 samples should really highlight deeply
anchored principles.
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leftmost column). Detecting common signals within this group
of 13 samples would now appear to be of greatly enhanced
significance because (i) all these 13 cases are bulk-representative,
i.e. each of them represents frequently occurring conformations
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Fig. 2 Extraction of 13 characteristic bulk-like D/A pairs from the MD data following major signals of the radial distribution function. Structural
superposition of D/A geometries (upper left panel) considered for in-depth analysis of electron transfer. The same set of D/A pairs displays significantly
decreased ground state energies in relaxed conformation (upper right panel and Table 1). It follows that primary excitation must be of non-Franck–
Condon type as graphically outlined by a simplified 2-dimensional potential energy chart for electron excitation and primary transfer in the BHJ (cyan
area, lower panel).
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Most of the interesting properties of materials used in
organic photovoltaics develop only inside the BHJ. Therefore,
comparing bulk-like samples to structures predominant in the
gas phase could be a route to discover essential requirements
of photo-voltaic devices. Following this idea, all 13 bulkrepresentative D/A pairs were considered for ground state
energy calculations at the PBEPBE/6-31g* level of theory62–64
which had been shown to produce reliable results at reasonable
computational cost for photophysical and electronic properties
of C60-based systems forming BHJs.92–94 Similarly, all 13 samples
were also first minimized and then subjected to ground state
energy calculations in their relaxed conformation (which is more
relevant to the gas phase). Results are summarized in Table 1. Since
for this quantitative comparison we had to consider identical D/A
skeletons in either BHJ- or minimum-conformation, it was also
of interest to analyze whether fully integral 3T–C60 dyads without
removal of the linker would still exhibit similar minimum
geometries, i.e. not suffer from any steric hindrance. A corresponding case study is shown in Fig. S2, ESI,† for sample
3T–C60162(case 2) revealing predominantly identical geometries
hence confirming the validity of our selection/reduction procedure
to simplify structural complexity.
All bulk conformations showed significantly increased ground
state energies when compared to their corresponding structures in
the relaxed state. Part of this discrepancy may stem from the nonperfect agreement between MM- and QM-surfaces of potential
energy, although qualitatively both descriptions appear to be
comparable (see Fig. S3, ESI†). Of particular note is the rather
small standard deviation seen in the set of bulk conformation
energies (0.01316 Hartree, also included in Fig. 2) making the
energy gap even more significant. The magnitude of the energy gap
was comparable to about 5 times the photon energy.95 However, no
obvious structural feature could be identified to explain this gap.
For example, all 13 samples in bulk-like as well as relaxed conformation were structurally superimposed and overlays confronted
to each other (see Fig. 2 upper panels and Movie 2, ESI,† for a 3601
view). Apart from a sporadically appearing bulge in the 3T chain
(compare for example red units in Fig. 2 and Movie 2, ESI†),
little structural evidence could be provided that would allow a
distinction between bulk and relaxed conformations. An important
consequence of all of this is the necessary paradigm shift away
from the classic picture of Franck–Condon excitation. Owing to the
uphill elevation of ground state energies, primary excitation of

electrons in the BHJ should follow a non-Franck–Condon pathway
as graphically sketched in Fig. 2 (lower panel, off-minimum
domain coloured in cyan96). Taking into account the anticipated
high viscosity, we can assume that inside the BHJ individual 3T–C60
units will be considerably constrained, hence will have little conformational freedom to drift away from the BHJ-geometry. It is also
for these BHJ-internal constraints that we believe that individual
3T–C60 units will be permanently ‘‘forced out’’ of their minimum
geometries, hence the important role of morphology in BHJs
eventually leading to the remarkable shift to non-Franck–Condon
excitation. This has important implications for the mechanistic
understanding of the BHJ such as for example the framework
developed by Vandewal and coworkers11 where (i) hypothetical CT
states would now no longer have to be shifted to the right on the
nuclear coordinate axis, and (ii) the auxiliary construct of ‘‘vibrationally excited ground states’’ could be alleviated to a large extent.
3.2 Characteristic electronic properties of D/A pairs can help
to explain primary charge-transfer and -separation in the BHJ
Next we computed transition dipole moments67,68 for all 13
samples in bulk-like as well as relaxed conformation and results
(vector magnitudes) are summarized in Table 2 and Tables S1–S12,
ESI.† Only single excitation Slater determinants were considered
using the set of molecular orbitals (MO) obtained from calculation
of ground state energies (see Section 3.1). Energy levels of involved
key MOs are also shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. S4–S15, ESI.†
At first we were interested in the fundamental transition of
the HOMO electron. As can be seen in Fig. 3 (and Fig. S4–S15,
ESI†) the HOMO is entirely located on the donor part of the D/A
complex confirming its chemical mission of providing electrons. Transition dipole moments would suggest HOMO LUMO+6 or HOMO - LUMO+7 transitions as the most likely to
occur. Both would approximately fall into the energy range a
single photon can provide assuming ordinary sunlight irradiation.
However, only the latter is specific to the BHJ (compare above the
bar values to below the bar values in column 2 of Table 2). LUMO+7
is an orbital entirely located on the A part, thus the bulk facilitates
direct excitation from a D- into an A-orbital by lowering the
corresponding energy level (compare levels of LUMO+7 in Fig. 3
and Fig. S4–S15, ESI†). Additional remarkable features of the BHJ
are the much broader distribution of energy levels of LUMO to
LUMO+5 and the significant degree of decoupling of electrons
(compare for example similarity coefficients for LUMO+1, LUMO+2,

Table 2 Transition dipole moments in a.u. for the selected D/A pair 3T–C60171(case 1) in bulk conformation (above the bar values) and in relaxed
conformation (below the bar values)

LUMO
LUMO+1
LUMO+2
LUMO+3
LUMO+4
LUMO+5
LUMO+6
LUMO+7
LUMO+8
LUMO+9

HOMO

LUMO

LUMO+1

LUMO+2

LUMO+3

LUMO+4

LUMO+5

LUMO+6

LUMO+7

LUMO+8

0.262/0.075
0.157/0.053
0.076/0.100
0.061/0.141
0.065/0.044
0.151/0.124
3.187/3.362
1.002/0.074
0.052/0.055
0.051/0.146

0.053/0.016
0.533/0.011
2.729/3.492
2.067/1.828
2.893/2.961
0.477/0.133
1.388/0.111
0.066/0.013
0.566/0.013

0.312/0.008
3.509/3.249
2.171/3.052
2.185/2.080
0.610/0.203
1.443/0.062
0.222/0.006
0.398/0.021

1.492/1.251
3.445/3.395
2.838/3.347
0.285/0.160
0.459/0.082
0.310/0.023
0.369/0.019

0.588/0.021
0.414/0.021
0.534/0.509
1.749/0.053
0.228/0.025
0.709/0.028

0.747/0.012
0.410/0.234
1.070/0.017
0.272/0.003
0.545/0.015

0.632/0.471
0.842/0.010
0.046/0.008
0.264/0.014

3.911/0.282
0.276/0.232
0.537/0.519

0.100/0.174
1.403/0.070

0.788/0.019
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LUMO+3 and LUMO+5 in Fig. 3 and Fig. S4–S15, ESI†). Thus,
the combination of transition dipole moments with similarity
coefficients offers novel insight into electronic degrees of freedom
at the MO level of detail.
The most ineﬀective—yet rather probable—continuation of
the electrons journey after having been excited into any of the
LUMO levels, is to simply decay down to the ground state again,
i.e. back to the HOMO level. This would, however, be accompanied by the emission of another photon of quasi-identical
energy to the one that had been absorbed in the first place.
Moreover, the re-emitted photon would appear locally and
could promptly be re-absorbed by any of the surrounding
A-units, thus the molecular architecture of the BHJ guarantees
eﬃcient harvesting of all the arriving photons either by primary
or induced follow-up excitations. On the other hand, decaying
down to any of the intermediate LUMO levels would again
mean perfect charge separation because all of these LUMOs are
entirely located on the A part (see similarity coeﬃcients of
LUMO to LUMO+5 in Fig. 3 and Fig. S4–S15, ESI†). Provided
the coupling to vibrational states remains small, additional,
less energetic photons would be co-released, hence additional
re-absorptions could take place at adjacent A-units now
promoting energetically smaller transitions according to the
pattern given in Table 2. Along these lines, the aforementioned
broadening of energy levels in the BHJ would be a welcome
side-effect as it facilitates repercussions of transitions of smaller
scale. All in all, the picture emerging is that of a rather rich and
complex interplay of all various kinds of excitations and triggered
emissions occurring all throughout the BHJ. The remarkable
finding of CT absorptions at energies below the optical gap7,29,97
would seamlessly fit into such a conceptual understanding of the
BHJ. It will be interesting to see whether the scheme presented

PCCP

here will also be compatible to the recently reported ‘‘hot’’
dissociation channels based on high-energy charge-separated (CS)
states.98
Additional comparisons of key orbitals were made in order
to verify the extraction procedure of bulk-representative D/A
pairs outlined above (also see Movie 1, ESI†). To assess the
neglected influence of neighbouring 3T–C60 units, the finally
isolated D/A pair was considered embedded in the matrix of all
its direct neighbours and corresponding MOs were derived
from ground state energy calculations including a set of atomic
partial charges from adjacent 3T–C60 units forming the matrix.
Results for sample 3T–C60171(case 1) are shown in Fig. S16,
ESI.† MO levels have uniformly shifted to higher energies and
the gap between LUMO+7 and LUMO+6 has slightly increased
but all major characteristics of the involved key orbitals have
been upheld (compare to Fig. 3), thus the reduction to single
isolated D/A pairs appears justified.
3.3

Continued charge separation is hyper-fast and barrierless

We have recently proposed an eﬃcient method to study electron
transfer on the computer.75 As the methodology is well established,
we refer the interested reader to ref. 99. Briefly, MOs of two
non-interacting systems, e.g. an isolated D- and corresponding
A-structure in the geometry of the D/A complex but considered
stand-alone, are extended with redundant coordinates (zeros only)
to formally include the missing part (A or D) and examined for
cross-reactivity by a combined Hamiltonian that describes both
systems (A/D) in fully coupled detail. The focus is on changes in
MO composition over time, in particular whether formally extended
MO sections (just zeros at start-up) become occupied (non-zero) in
the course of the calculation. The latter is taken as indication of
electron transfer based on the type of coupling the combined

Fig. 3 Comparison of key orbitals involved in photo-excitation and primary electron transfer emphasizing diﬀerences/similarities between bulk
conformation (left panel) and relaxed form (right panel)—sample 3T–C60171(case 1). Orbitals predominantly located on D are indicated in blue while
those concentrated on A are given in red. A measure of similarity is also included in parentheses (1.0 indicating perfect agreement) where the
resemblance is quantified between a particular orbital of the assembled D/A pair and its corresponding D- or A-orbital of the isolated D- or A-systems
considered stand-alone. The bulk (i) distributes vacant energy levels more evenly (ii) makes accessible LUMO+7 for direct excitation into an A-orbital (also
see Table 2) (iii) decouples electronic degrees of freedom (compare similarity coefficients).
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Hamiltonian can provide. In a sense the approach is similar to
a time-resolved version of MO-theory100 where the A- and
D-structures formally replace the parts of atomic orbitals on both
sides of the MO diagram and the calculation carries out the
placement of electrons into MO levels. For example, in Fig. 4 we
see the time evolution of certain key orbitals responsible for the
continuation of charge separation once primary electron excitation
and transfer has taken place. Thus we start from a negatively
charged [C60] (red in Fig. 4), and a positively charged [3T]+ (blue in
Fig. 4), and combine them with potential interaction partners from
the BHJ. These will be another C60-unit (purple in Fig. 4) and
another 3T-unit (cyan in Fig. 4) both in neutral charge state and the
geometrical arrangement typical of the BHJ. Combined Hamiltonians will then act on either pair to probe the tendency to pass on
the extra charge. Here the strength of the present multiscale
approach becomes particularly evident since it allows to respect
the morphology of the BHJ in two ways, (i) by selecting D/A pairs
representative of the BHJ and (ii) by including adjacent 3T–C60
units in the form of background charges characteristic of the bulk.
Of particular note is the inclusion of the charge-transferred part to
the background charges, i.e. a [3T]+ unit when [C60] is considered
for second stage electron transfer, and vice versa, a [C60] unit when
[3T]+ is considered for opposite promotion of the electron hole.
This way the frequently mentioned strongly bound charge-transfer
complex can be accounted for, at least within the limitations of the
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method. Since all MOs have been extended to include D- as well as
A-sections, we can compute individual fractional electron densities,
rD,A
el (MO), specific to a particular MO that are entirely due to the
D- or the A-part. Thus when tracking the HOMO in [C60] (i.e. the
extra electron of D in this particular case), rAel(MO) will initially be
zero and show an increasing trend only in case the partner C60
(purple, A in this particular case) is able to accept the extra electron
(see purple graph in Fig. 4 lower right panel). Similarity coefficients
can then be used to identify the actual MO the extra electron has
been transferred to. For example, from Fig. 4 (lower right panel) we
learn that the HOMO of D (MO number 181) slowly morphs into
MO number 1081 which is the LUMO of A (each C60 is described by
900 basis functions and the computation is for the b density which
includes the extra electron). This process is hyper-fast (terminates
within approximately 100 fs) and occurs barrierless.101 Similarly,
following the HOMO in 3T implies that rD
el(MO) should change
from 1 to 0 in case the acceptor-unit ([3T]+ in this particular
case) is able to incorporate the electron. In terms of MOs this
shifts ‘‘the hole’’ from the LUMO of A (MO number 317) to the
HOMO of D (MO number 64) again barrierless within approximately 200 fs (see cyan graph in Fig. 4 lower left panel). This
must still be considered very fast, but is considerably slower
than the opposite transfer of an electron from [C60] to another
C60, hence might be limiting photoconversion efficiency as
observed in related materials.86,88,102,103 In general, the dynamics

Fig. 4 Second stage charge separation. Once primary electron transfer has taken place (middle panel) the negatively charged [C60] (red) can pass on its
excess electron to a second C60 unit (purple) within approximately 100 fs (right panels). At the same time the void in the positively charged [3T]+ (blue)
can be refilled from a second, neutral, 3T unit (cyan) within about 200 fs (left panels).
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reported here appears to agree well with previously published
transfer rates obtained from spectroscopic measurements.39,104–108
The more severe limitation, however, is a less intertwined network
of individual 3T chains lacking universal overlap to promote the
transfer of the ‘‘electron hole’’, hence a purely structural constraint.
While finding suitable candidates of C60–C60 pairs likely to pass on
an electron was always possible in numerous ways, identifying a
suitable pair of 3T units properly aligned for ‘‘electron hole transport’’ to potentially occur required elaborate procedures of manual
screening. Thus the remarkable difference in RDF signals between
A–A and D–D pairs did manifest itself even here, in the domain of
electrons and molecular orbitals (compare Fig. 1 lower right panel
with Fig. S1, ESI†). The obvious consequence would be that many of
the initiated pathways of ‘‘electron hole transport’’ will eventually get
stuck and not reach the terminal layer of the device electrode.103
Again, the combination of time-resolved computations of electron
transfer together with the periodic consideration of similarity
coefficients has been demonstrated to be a powerful technique that
offers specific insight into fundamental processes characteristic of a
particular type of photoactive material.
BHJs are frequently described as semiconductors using
Fermi–Dirac statistics. All these approaches relate the open-circuit
voltage, i.e. the maximum voltage available from a solar cell, to
the HOMO/LUMO gap with empirical corrections accounting for
various effects.1,6,9,10,13,28,30 Despite its widespread use in performance assessment, the restricted focus on bandgap tuning has been
reported critical for optimizing power conversion efficiency.13,15,28
Sensitive issues are experimental limitations in determining HOMO/
LUMO offsets from cyclic voltammetry,6,13,15,28 the actual role of
weakly/strongly bound charge transfer states,1,9,11,29,30 and the influence of HOMO/LUMO offsets between D and A moieties.1,2,9,29 The
liquid state description presented here is an alternative way of
looking at BHJs, where frequently occurring conformations of D/A
pairs are examined in terms of electronic rearrangements characteristic of the bulk. Ideally, the initially extracted D/A complex would
next be augmented with adjacent D- and A-units in a cluster-like
expansion thereby increasingly approaching bulk properties at
mesoscopic scale. Unfortunately the associated computational cost
of explicit electronic structure calculations pursuing such a cluster
expansion is quickly becoming prohibitive,98 hence only approximate treatments in the form of background charge distributions can
be accomplished to date (see for example Fig. 4 and Fig. S16, ESI†).
However, the detailed insight into key orbitals (e.g. Fig. 3), the
systematic analysis of relevant electronic transitions (e.g. Table 2),
the clear cut separation into primary electron transfer and second
stage charge separation (e.g. Fig. 4) together with the systematic
application of different methods appropriate for different lengthand time-scales, appear to make such an approach a worthwhile
endeavour.

4 Conclusion
We demonstrate significant local order for pairs of C60 in the
structural organization of terthiophene–fullerene26,27 using Molecular Dynamics.76 A multiscale approach is used to characterize
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essential morphological features of the bulk heterojunction. The
aim is to provide an accurate—still feasible—description of the
relevant physics governing fundamental processes and molecular
organization of the photoactive layer. For a bulk-representative set
of donor/acceptor pairs we observe significantly increased ground
state energies as opposed to their corresponding forms in relaxed
conformation characteristic of the gas phase. The important conceptual consequence for the bulk heterojunction11,29,97 is that of
non-Franck–Condon type of electron excitation and primary transfer. A range of characteristic changes affecting the electronic
properties of bulk-like donor/acceptor pairs are identified, all of
them pointing towards an auxiliary role of the bulk heterojunction
in facilitating charge-transfer and -separation. Of particular importance is the promotion of electrons/holes to adjacent units, a
process identified here to be hyper-fast and barrierless. A notable
limitation is the depletion of network contacts for terthiophenechains leading to a likely scenario of numerous pathways of
‘‘electron hole transport’’ ending in deadlock. The applied multiscale approach demonstrates its potential for examining the effective charge carrier dynamics resulting from the inner morphology
of the active layer. This work also illustrates the critical need for
additional structural and mechanistic studies of the molecular
operation of bulk heterojunctions to foster our understanding
and improve the design of next-generation photovoltaic devices.
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